My name is Matt Isborn. I am the Owner of Isborn Security Services LLC. My organization is a
security and investigations company based in Colorado, and one that is licensed to provide
armed security services in the City and County of Denver Colorado.
I feel compelled to address the shooting incident that took place in Denver on Saturday as it
involved Matthew Dolloff, whom my company has worked with in the past and offered this
assignment. Before I do, I would like to extend my deepest condolences to all of the people
affected by the incident that led to the tragic death of Lee Keltner on October 10th.
After learning about the terrible events that unfolded at the rally in Denver on Saturday, I made
a conscious decision to remain silent and withhold judgment until some reliable evidence was
produced on what actually took place that afternoon. During that time, I agonized over the
ridiculous accusations and the lies that were being spread about Matthew Dolloff’s affiliations,
and his character. The mainstream and local media outlets have been nothing short of
shameless in spreading this misinformation, and I refuse to remain silent any longer. I have
spent the last three days reading the statements of those involved, of those who witnessed the
incident, and viewing the comprehensive photographic documentation.
https://youtu.be/nLZXe9aQo6k
After reviewing all of the available information I am now convinced that Matthew Dolloff’s
actions were strictly defensive in nature, and his quick reaction to the situation may have saved
the life of the channel 9 News Producer (name withheld for his protection).
Isborn Security Services has contracted with Matthew Dolloff as an Independent
Contractor/Security Agent on multiple projects since August of 2019. On every project he has
worked, Matthew demonstrated professionalism and exceptional character. He never had a
single complaint from either the clients or the other agents working with him on these details.
I stand by and fully support Matthew Dolloff and his family as they deal with the aftermath of
this tragic situation.

